Learner Case Study

Ian Kirkpatrick
Head of Medical, Huddersfield Town AFC
Background

Course experience

Practical Results

Course results

What course were you on?
L5 Operations Manager
Apprenticeship

What projects did you deliver?
I'm currently delivering a project
to reconfigure the changing
room environment at the John
Smith's Stadium to provide a
dedicated sterile medical room.

What results did you achieve?
Distinction

When did you start?
Aug/Sept 20

What was the course like?
Informative concerning the
introduction into the different
facets of business mastery and
the relation within the study
of humanics.

What did you think the
course was going to be like?
An introduction into the theory
and strategy underpinning
operational management and
the opportunity to link this to
context within elite sport.

What did you enjoy the most?
The course was an enjoyable
contrast to previous post-grad
clinical courses I’ve undertaken.
Progressed my self-awareness
and improved/built on my
emotional intelligence.

How did your tasks/project/
assignments change the
way you worked?
The course syllabus enabled me
to detail plan operations relating
to my day-to-day role and also
supported decision making
towards the organisation's future
strategy.

What was your favourite part of
the course?
Delivery of business mastery
theory/concepts and relating this
to my practice both in the past
and present. This enabled me to
check and challenge my beliefs
and evolve my practice.

How did your business
recognise you?
My organisation has been very
supportive in providing the time
(on the job hours) to attend
seminars and recognised the
requirement for this course to
impact on my role and practice.

Are you happy with the result?
Yes – but the result wasn’t important.
Development of my thought
processes and increasing my
knowledge was the most important
outcome.
What would you like to do next?
I'm considering a MBA with maybe
context relating to sports
management as I enjoy this context.

